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What They Needed
A multi-national pharmaceutical company set forth to conduct a 
migration from their on-premise environment to Microsoft’s 365 
environment by a particular date. The company’s IT team had begun 
planning the migration of users and data prior to consulting legal and 
compliance to capture their legal hold and regulatory needs. This lack of 
communication and alignment between departments caused the process 
to slow to a crawl in an effort to ensure all requirements were included 
as part of a more secure and defensible migration. To make matters 
more challenging, the teams involved were spread across two continents 
and widely divergent time zones.

Lighthouse was brought in to provide visibility and expertise around 
Microsoft  365 within the legal and compliance space, as well as to help 
translate the needs of legal into concepts and terms that IT was  
able understand.

How We Did It
The Lighthouse team first met with the client to explain how Microsoft 365 
works within legal and data governance workflows and then conducted 
an initial Q&A session with the client’s legal group to learn more about 
their current state and specific concerns. After capturing the primary areas 
of concern, our team connected with the Microsoft Field Sales teams in 
both the US and EU to strategize around how best to realign he client’s 
strategy for deployment of Microsoft’s 365 E5 offering, to capture legal and 
compliance requirements, and to provide further education to their team.

In order to do so, the Microsoft Field Sales team and Lighthouse 
conducted a 3-day, on-site workshop to educate and train the client’s 
legal and IT teams around ediscovery functionality within the Microsoft 
365 product lines. More specifically, the teams covered the use of 
Microsoft’s Security and Compliance Center as well as planning for 
implementation of Microsoft 365 into the client’s ediscovery processes 
and systems. Lighthouse provided the subject matter expertise and ran 
through following work streams:

By providing expertise around Microsoft 365 as well as 
bridging the communication gap between IT and legal, 

Lighthouse was able to support the smooth implementation  
of Microsoft 365 E5 for a client.
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1. Email Retention in Microsoft 
365: Based on existing 
information about the client’s 
process and data landscape, 
provided a recommendation 
for email retention policies to 
be implemented in  
Microsoft 365.

2. Defensible Email Archive 
Transformation: Based on 
existing information about 
the client’s current Veritas’ 
Enterprise Vault (“EV”) email 
archive, recommended a plan 
for defensible disposition 
and/or migration of this data 
to Microsoft 365.

3. Mailbox and Shared Drive Data Migration Review: Reviewed and offered input and guidance on the plan for 
moving current Exchange/HomeDrive/SharePoint data into Microsoft 365.

4. eDiscovery Process Mapping & Implementation Training: Mapped the client’s current ediscovery processes to an 
optimal Microsoft 365 Security & Compliance Center process, and provided hands-on training and demonstration for 
how to implement in the platform.

5. eDiscovery Process Automation:  As an extension of the above, demonstrated areas where the client can achieve 
greater efficiency through scripting automation.

6. GDPR Impact Assessment: Provided guidance on how Lighthouse expects GDPR will affect/influence the client’s 
desired ediscovery/information governance approach in Microsoft 365.

7. Multi-Geo ROI Assessment: Provided guidance and evaluated ROI on multi-geo implementation in Microsoft 
365, across the full range of enterprise implications: data governance, preservation, scale, and impact to business 
processes and workflows. 

8. Microsoft 365 “Roadmap” Aligned to eDiscovery: Created a current point-in-time, event-driven technology 
roadmap that aligns Microsoft 365 license features and compliance workloads to the client’s stages of ediscovery 
maturity. Provided best recommendations on which features to implement based on the aforementioned stages.

This workshop was extremely successful. It allowed Lighthouse to bring all the right constituencies together, 
educate the teams involved in the implementation, and clarify requirements. Having coalesced around the existing 
and anticipated business requirements of the client, Lighthouse was able to provide tailored recommendations on 
what to deploy in the immediate, near-term, and longerterm. Equally important, Lighthouse was able to assess the 
existing technology landscape and recommend certain legacy technologies to be decommissioned or phased out as 
the client transitioned to Microsoft 365. With alignment on overall strategy, Lighthouse and Microsoft delivered the 
following to close any remaining gaps:
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Diagram depicting how Microsoft 365 fits into  
legal and data governance workflows.
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applications and advisory services that are highly valuable for large, complex matters, and a new SaaS platform designed for in-house 
teams. Whether reacting to incidents like litigation or governmental investigations, or designing programs to proactively minimize the 

potential for future incidents, Lighthouse partners with multinational industry leaders, top global law firms, and the world’s leading 
software provider as a channel partner. 
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1. Retention Policy Recommendations

2. Email Archive Transformation Recommendation

3. Mailbox Migration Review & Recommendation

4. eDiscovery Process Map

5. Recommendations for eDiscovery Automation

6. Multi-Geo ROI Assessment

7. Microsoft 365 eDiscovery Maturity Roadmap

The Results
Overall, this project was performed in a short timeframe in order to ensure that the client’s already scheduled timeline for 
the Microsoft 365 migration and launch was not impacted. Lighthouse was able to then provide the client with the steps 
to move forward in a secure and defensible manner.


